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Bullet timeBullet time

movies: visual effect combining slow motion movies: visual effect combining slow motion 
with dynamic camera movementwith dynamic camera movement
computer games: player can slow down the computer games: player can slow down the 
surroudings to have surroudings to have more timemore time to make decisionsto make decisions
easy in single player games: slow down the game!easy in single player games: slow down the game!
how about multiplayer games?how about multiplayer games?

Bullet time in multiplayer gamesBullet time in multiplayer games

two approaches:two approaches:
speed up the playerspeed up the player
slow down the other playersslow down the other players

if a player can slow down/speed up the time, if a player can slow down/speed up the time, 
how it will affect the other players?how it will affect the other players?

localize the temporal distortion to the immediate localize the temporal distortion to the immediate 
surroundings of the playersurroundings of the player

but how to do that?but how to do that?

Local perception filters (LPFs)Local perception filters (LPFs)

introduced by Sharkey, Ryan & Roberts (1998)introduced by Sharkey, Ryan & Roberts (1998)
a method for hiding communication delays in a method for hiding communication delays in 
networked virtual environmentsnetworked virtual environments
exploits the human perceptual limitations by exploits the human perceptual limitations by 
rendering entities slightly outrendering entities slightly out--ofof--date locations date locations 
based on the underlying network delaysbased on the underlying network delays

causality of events is preservedcausality of events is preserved
rendered view may have temporal distortionsrendered view may have temporal distortions
rendered view ≠ real viewrendered view ≠ real view

Rules of LPFsRules of LPFs

1.1. Player should be able to interact in realPlayer should be able to interact in real--time time 
with the nearby entities.with the nearby entities.

2.2. Player should be able to view remote Player should be able to view remote 
interactions in realinteractions in real--time, although they can be time, although they can be 
outout--ofof--date.date.

3.3. Temporal distortions in the player’s perception Temporal distortions in the player’s perception 
should be as unnoticeable as possible.should be as unnoticeable as possible.
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Entity typesEntity types

active: indeterministic, unpredictable (humans)active: indeterministic, unpredictable (humans)
⇒⇒ playersplayers

local: residing in the same computerlocal: residing in the same computer
remote: connected over a networkremote: connected over a network

passive: deterministic, predictable (projectiles, passive: deterministic, predictable (projectiles, 
buildings etc.) buildings etc.) 
⇒⇒ entitiesentities
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Interaction between playersInteraction between players

interaction = communication between the playersinteraction = communication between the players
local players: immediatelocal players: immediate
remote players: subject to the network latencyremote players: subject to the network latency

time frame = current time time frame = current time –– communication delaycommunication delay

interaction = players exchanging passive entitiesinteraction = players exchanging passive entities
passive entities are predictable passive entities are predictable ⇒⇒ they can be rendered in the they can be rendered in the 
past (or in the future)past (or in the future)

a passive entity can change its time frame dynamicallya passive entity can change its time frame dynamically
the nearer to a local player, the closer it is rendered to the the nearer to a local player, the closer it is rendered to the 
current time current time 
the nearer to a remote player, the closer it is rendered to its the nearer to a remote player, the closer it is rendered to its 
time frame time frame 

Example: Temporal distortionExample: Temporal distortion

Blue viewBlue view

Orange viewOrange view

Temporal contour (from the blue Temporal contour (from the blue 
player’s perspective)player’s perspective)
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Example: PongExample: Pong

two active entities: two active entities: 
paddlespaddles

movements movements 
unpredictableunpredictable

one passive entity: ballone passive entity: ball
movements movements 
predictablepredictable

latency of latency of dd secondsseconds

dd

The viewThe view of of the bluethe blue playerplayer
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The viewThe view of theof the redred playerplayer
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Temporal contours in PongTemporal contours in Pong

RedRed playerplayerBlueBlue playerplayer

Worth notingWorth noting

original paper: continuous temporal contours; original paper: continuous temporal contours; 
here: simple linear functionshere: simple linear functions
LPFs are the ‘opposite’ of dead reckoning LPFs are the ‘opposite’ of dead reckoning 

no prediction for remote playersno prediction for remote players

the closer the players get, the more noticeable the closer the players get, the more noticeable 
the temporal distortion becomesthe temporal distortion becomes

in critical proximity interaction becomes impossiblein critical proximity interaction becomes impossible
no mêléeno mêlée

Example: Temporal contoursExample: Temporal contours
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Many playersMany players
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ProblemsProblems

original approach: visual disruptions on impact original approach: visual disruptions on impact 
⇒⇒ shadows (see the paper for details)shadows (see the paper for details)
sudden changes in the player’s position or delay sudden changes in the player’s position or delay 
can cause unwanted effectscan cause unwanted effects

if a player leaves the game, what happens to the if a player leaves the game, what happens to the 
temporal contour?temporal contour?
third party instrusion: someone with a high delay third party instrusion: someone with a high delay 
‘blocks’ the incoming entities‘blocks’ the incoming entities
jitter: entities start to bounce back and forth in timejitter: entities start to bounce back and forth in time
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Adding bullet timeAdding bullet time

player using the bullet time has more time to player using the bullet time has more time to 
react react 
⇒⇒ the delay between bulletthe delay between bullet--timed player and the timed player and the 
other players increasesother players increases
add artificial delay to the temporal contouradd artificial delay to the temporal contour

pp shoots shoots rr while while pp is using bullet is using bullet 
timetime
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pp shoots shoots rr while while rr is using bullet timeis using bullet time
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2½2½--dimensional temporal contour dimensional temporal contour 
and bullet timeand bullet time
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MaxMazeDemonstratorMaxMazeDemonstrator

http://staff.cs.utu.fi/staff/jouni.smed/mmd/http://staff.cs.utu.fi/staff/jouni.smed/mmd/

Future workFuture work

nonnon--linear temporal contourslinear temporal contours
how to compute quickly?how to compute quickly?
noticeable benefits (if any)?noticeable benefits (if any)?

numerical evaluationnumerical evaluation
measuring the distortion and its effectsmeasuring the distortion and its effects

practical evaluationpractical evaluation
how well does it work?how well does it work?
does it allow new kinds of games?does it allow new kinds of games?


